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Entropy coding with variable length re-writing
systems
Hervé Jégou and Christine Guillemot
Abstract— This paper describes a family of codes for entropy
coding of memoryless sources. These codes are defined by sets
of production rules of the form     , where   is a source
symbol and   are sequences of bits. The coding process can be
modeled as a finite state machine (FSM). A method to construct
codes which preserve the lexicographic order in the binary
coded representation is described. For a given constraint of the
number of states for the coding process, this method allows the
construction of codes with a better compression efficiency than
the Hu-Tucker codes. A second method is proposed to construct
codes such that the marginal bit probability of the compressed
bitstream converges to 0.5 as the sequence length increases. This
property is achieved even if the probability distribution function
is not known by the encoder.
Index Terms— source coding, joint source/channel codes, finite
state machines, variable length codes, transducers, entropy codes,
data compression, data communication
I. INTRODUCTION
GRAMMARS are powerful tools which are widely usedin computer sciences. Many lossless compression algo-
rithms can be formalized with grammars. Codes explicitly
based on grammars have been considered as a means for data
compression [1]. These universal codes losslessly encode a
sequence in two steps. A first step searches for the production
rules. A second step applies these rules to the sequence to
be encoded. These codes have mainly been compared with
dictionary-based compression algorithms such as LZ77 [2] or
[3], which also implicitly use the grammar formalism. All
these codes have in common the fact that the set of production
rules depends on the data to be encoded.
In this paper, a set of codes based on specific production
rules is introduced. In contrast with grammar codes, the
set of production rules is fixed for given source proper-
ties. These codes are implemented using FSM1. FSM have
been considered in several contexts, many of them addressed
in [5]. They have been shown to be useful in a context
of quantization [6][7]. In [8], the authors show that finite-
precision arithmetic codes can be implemented using FSM,
hence avoiding using any arithmetic operation. Indeed, only
table lookup is required by these FSM.
The form of production rules considered here for defining
the code is presented in Section II. The sequence of bits
generated by a given production rule may be re-written by
a subsequent production rule. Hence, the set of productions
1In computer sciences, the term transducer is used instead of the term FSM.
It is worth noting that Shannon used the term transducer in [4]. In the coding
community, FSMs are also referred to as to automaton, although this term is
less precise.
rules form a non context-free grammar [9]. The corresponding
encoding and decoding FSM are said to be sequential, which
means that state transitions are triggered by a single symbol-
input. Since their implementation only makes use of table
lookups, the complexity of the encoding and decoding proce-
dures is the same as the one of Huffman codes [10], which are
encompassed by the proposed codes. A possible drawback of
these codes is that they require backward encoding. However,
since most applications deal with block encoding, the forward
encoding property is not absolutely required. The decoding and
encoding procedures are described in Section III. In Section IV
the compression efficiency is analyzed. It is shown with an
example that the proposed codes allow for better compression
efficiency than Huffman codes applied on a symbol basis, for
similar memory and complexity requirements.
Two code construction methods are then described. Both
methods lead to codes with the same expected description
length (EDL) as the code (e.g., Huffman code) from which
they are constructed. The first method constructs a set of
production rules preserving the lexicographic order of the
original source alphabet in the binary coded representation.
This property is of interest for database applications. It al-
lows the processing of comparative queries directly in the
binary coded representation, hence avoiding prior decoding
of the compressed dictionary for the query itself. Note that
the lexicographic variable length codes (VLC) of minimal
expected length is obtained with the Hu-Tucker algorithm
[11]. For some sources, the Hu-Tucker codes may have the
same compression efficiency as Huffman codes, but it is
not the case in general. The best lexicographic codes for
sequences are generalized Hu-Tucker codes, i.e. Hu-Tucker
codes applied on the alphabet of sequences of symbols ordered
in a lexicographical manner. However, the number of nodes
of the corresponding codetrees is of the order of the number
of sequences, and is not tractable in practical systems. The
method proposed in Section V constructs lexicographic codes
with at least the same compression performance as Huffman
codes. The resulting codes provide a better trade-off between
compression efficiency and number of states than Hu-Tucker
codes.
The transmission of entropy codes over noisy channels
is then considered. Related work includes soft decoding of
VLCs [12][13] and joint source-channel decoding of LZ-like
source codes [14]. All these approaches aim at exploiting the
residual redundancy of the source code. However, very few
attention has been dedicated to improve the source code itself.
For this purpose, a second construction method is proposed to
construct codes, for memoryless stationary sources, such that
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the marginal bit probability of the compression bitstream is
equal to 0.5. The main advantage of these codes is that this
probability is equal to 0.5 even if the actual source proba-
bilities are not known at the encoder. Since channel coders
widely assume that 0s and 1s have the same probability, this
property is of interest when compressed bitstreams protected
by such encoders are transmitted over noisy channels. Indeed,
for a transmission scheme that makes use of a systematic error
correcting code, a mismatch in the marginal bit probability
leads to a capacity loss [15]. In Table I of [16], the gap to the
optimal performance theoretically achievable has been shown
to be quite important on Gaussian and Rayleigh channels. This
observation has motivated the authors to use non-systematic
turbo-codes for highly-biased sources [16]. Here, the problem
is addressed by designing codes with a uniform marginal
bit probability, leading to improve the soft decoding results
of reversible variable length codes (RVLCs) and for which
the use of systematic error correcting codes will satisfy the
source/channel matching condition.
II. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
In the sequel, random variables are denoted by upper case
and the corresponding realizations are denoted by lower case.
Sets are denoted by calligraphic characters. The cardinality
of a given set   is denoted    . The concatenation of two
sequences  and  is denoted  . The  th element of a sequence is denoted  . The void sequence is denoted 	 . This sequence
is the neutral element for the concatenation, i.e. 
		 . The set of sequences of elements of   with length 
is denoted   . The length of a given sequence  is denoted  . A sequence  is said to be a prefix of a sequence 
if and only if
    
!#"%$'&(&)&  +*%  ,  . In
the following, we write  @  if  is a prefix of  , -@ 
otherwise. We define  /.02143657  8 and  :9;")	<*>=? . .Hence  :9 denotes the set of sequences composed of elements
of   .
Let @A!CBD. be a sequence of source symbols taking their
values in a finite alphabet B,E"F 7 (&)&(&)GF  )&(&(&(* . The alphabetB is assumed to be ordered according to a total order H .
Without loss of generality, we assume that F 7 H0F<IJHK&)&(&LHF  H&(&)&HFM NOM . Let us define PQK"R)$S* . In the sequel, the
emitted bitstream is denoted TUKV 7 &(&(&WVYXZ\[]!^P_9 and its
realization is denoted `a 7 &(&(&WaXZcbd] .
Definition 1: A variable length re-writing system (VLRS)
is a set ef 1 hg N e   where e  denotes the set of rulesrelated to a given symbol F  , with  i  <j0$ , defined as
k 7+l 7nm F 7 op7dl 7 q r(7dl 7  r 77+l 7 &)&(& r XZ sutuv tw]7+l 7 ...k xl y m F  o xl y q r hl y  r 7hl y &(&)& r XZ shz v { ]hl y ...k M N|M l M }~ ~6M m FM N|M o M NOM l M }~ ~M q r M NOM l M }~ ~M
where o hl y !:PY9 r hl y !/P>. . This set is such that
1) The set 1 M NOM657 1 M }OzMyG57 " r hl y * forms a prefix code (i.e.no codeword is the prefix of another codeword, see
Chapter 5 of [17]) ;
2) 
 1 M }|zM\57 " o xl y * is the set "(	<* or forms a full prefixcode (i.e, such that the Kraft sum is equal to $ ) ;
3) 
WG\-+
uh r hl y  o 6xl yG or r hl y -@ o \hl yG .
These production rules can be regarded as successive trans-
formations of a sequence  of symbols into a sequence `
of bits. These rules are assumed to be reversible: inverting
the direction of the arrow allows the recovery of a given
sequence  from the corresponding bitstream ` . Note that a
given production rule absorbs a symbol ( F  ) and some bits
( oxxl y ) to generate a given sequence of bits ( r(xl y ).
The restricting assumptions proposed in Definition 1 are
motivated as follows. Condition 1 ensures that the code is
uniquely decodable without any ambiguity in the forward di-
rection. Condition 2 ensures that, for any possible realization 
of the sequence of bits following the symbol L2F  to be
encoded, a production rule of the form F   q r , such that @  , can be chosen to encode the realization of L . The
encoding initialization step also ensures that the number of
bits following the last symbol is sufficient to trigger at least
one rule.
Note that from Condition 2 we deduce that 
+4 e  j$ .
Hence, at least one production rule will be assigned to each
symbol. Note that if  e  $ we have ophl 7 	 . More
generally, a VLRS is a fixed-to-variable (F-to-V) length code
if 
 e  O$ and o  "(	<* . Condition 3 is introduced to
restrict the analysis to VLRS verifying the following condition:
the knowledge of the rule applied for symbol   is sufficient
to select the rule for the encoding of symbol  u 7 . This
condition, which is not strictly required to define a valid
encoding/decoding system, is used by the proof of Property 6
in Section IV.
Note that the usual fixed-to-variable length codes such as
Huffman or Shannon codes, are covered by Definition 1. They
correspond to the subset of VLRSs such that 
 e  ,$ .
Example 1: The code  7 K"R($R)$$S* can be regarded as the
VLRS defined as
 7 
  k 7dl 7nm F 7q Rk I l 7nm F I q $Rk) l 7nm F  q $$&
for which ohl y 	 .
Definition 1 does not warranty that the system defines a
valid prefix code. For example, a rule k xl y where rdhl y @ oxhl y is
not valid. In this paper, we will only consider VLRS defining
valid prefix codes. For this purpose, it will also be assumed
that the encoding process is ergodic. We will come back on this
point in section IV. The suffix-constrained codes introduced
in [18] form a subset of VLRS and are now characterized as
follows.
Definition 2: A suffix-constrained code is a VLRS such that
+u ohxl y is suffix of rhl y .
By construction, a production rule of a suffix-constrained code
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Fig. 1. Tree and FSM representation of   ,   ,   and   . The transitions
triggered by the production rules are depicted by arrows.
generates the same bits as those it has absorbed. Hence, the
following property:
Property 1: A bit generated by a production rule of a
suffix-constrained code will not be modified by a subsequent
production rule.
Example 2: The following VLRS  I is a suffix-constrained
code defined as:
I



 k 7dl 7 m F 7 R q $Rk 7dl I m F 7 $ q R$k I l 7 m F<I q RRk) l 7m F  q $$&
Note that Code  I can not be encoded in the forward
direction2. We will come back on this point in Section III.
The lexicographic code   defined as
  



 k 7dl 7nm F 7 q RRk I l 7nm F I R q R$k I l I m F<IS$ q $)Rk  l 7 m F  q $$
and the code 
	 defined as

	n



 k 7dl 7 m F 7 $ q Rk 7dl I m F 7 R q $Rk I l 7 m F<I q $$)Rk  l 7 m F  q $$$
will also be considered in the sequel. This code 	 allows
encoding the symbol F 7 with less than 1 bit. Note that these
codes are not suffix-constrained codes.
VLRS can also be represented using trees, as depicted in
Fig. 1. The tree structure corresponds to the one of the prefix
code defined by 1 M NOM657 1 M } z MyG57 " r hl y * . Leaves correspond to both
the symbols "F  *  and the sequences of bits " o hl y * hl y .
III. ENCODING AND DECODING FSMS
On the encoder side, the production rules transform the
sequence  into the sequence ` of bits. Any segment of the
sequence (composed of symbols and bits) can be rewritten
2Theoretically, it can. However, the dimension of the encoding FSM with
respect to the number of states is not tractable.
if there exists a rule having this segment as an input (this
input is composed of one symbol and a variable number
of bits). In general, the set of rules defining a VLRS does
not allow encoding the sequence @ in the forward direction
with a sequential FSM of reasonable dimension. Therefore,
the encoding must be processed backward. To initiate the
encoding process, a specific rule is used to encode the last
symbol of the sequence. Indeed the last symbol may not be
sufficient to trigger a production rule by itself. For this reason,
some termination bits are concatenated to the sequence of
symbols. The sequence of termination bits and its realization
are denoted  and  respectively. They can be arbitrarily
defined at the condition that the termination bit(s) do(es) not
trigger a production rule by itself. Hence, the choice  R is
valid for the codes  7 , I and   but should not be used for
code  	 , since R triggers the rule k 7dl 7 .
Property 2: Transmitting the termination bit(s)  is not
required for suffix-constrained codes.
Proof: Let us assume without loss of generality that the
termination constraint  is arbitrarily chosen to be a sequence
of R . From Property 1, we deduce that  is the suffix of the
intermediate re-written terms. Therefore  is also the suffix of
the emitted bitstream T . Hence, these bits are deterministically
known on the decoder side and need not be transmitted.
Example 3: Let  7  F 7 F I F I F  F I F 7 F 7 F 7 be a sequence of
symbols taking their values in the alphabet B 7 U"F 7 GF I WF  * .
This sequence is encoded with the code I . Since the last sym-
bol is F 7 , no rule applies directly. Therefore, the termination bit is concatenated to this sequence in order to initiate the
encoding. The encoding then proceeds as follows:k 7dl 7m  7  F 7 F I F I F  F I F 7 F 7 F 7 k 7dl I m F 7 F<I(F<I)F  F<I(F 7 F 7 $ k 7dl 7 m F 7 F<I(F<I)F  F<I(F 7 R $k I l 7 m F 7 F<I)F<I)F  F<I $)R$k  l 7 m F 7 F<I(F<I(F  RR$R$k I l 7 m F 7 F<I)F%I $$RR$R$k I l 7m F 7 F I RR$$RR$)R$k 7dl 7m F 7 R RRR$$RR$)R$` 7 E$RRRR$$)RR$)R$
Example 3 illustrates Property 2. The termination bit R
is not modified by the successive applications of the production
rules. This bit is deterministically known on the decoder side.
Hence, the suffix does not need to be transmitted. Since these
termination bits may be required in the general case of VLRS,
it will be assumed in the following that they are transmitted
to the decoder. In the following example, the termination bit
must be $ .
Example 4: Let us now consider the sequence   7 F 7 F 7 F 7 F 7 F 7 . This sequence is encoded with code 	 ask 7dl 7 m   7    F 7 F 7 F 7 F 7 F 7 k 7dl I m F 7 F 7 F 7 F 7 Rk 7dl 7 m F 7 F 7 F 7 $ Rk 7dl I m F 7 F 7 R Rk 7dl 7m F 7 $ RR`  7  RRR
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Fig. 2. Decoding FSMs corresponding to the codes    ,    ,    and    and
corresponding decoding trellises. Transitions corresponding to 0s and 1s are
represented with dotted and solid lines respectively.
Note that the sequence is encoded with less than $ bit per
symbol. The decoding is processed forward using the reverse
rules. The encoding and decoding algorithms are implemented
using FSMs. These FSMs are used to catch the memory of the
encoding and decoding processes. They have to be constructed
so that the states include the knowledge of the bits that may
be re-written or used to select the next production rule. The
transitions on the FSM representing the encoding process are
triggered by symbols. The internal states of the encoding FSM
are given by the variable length segments of bits " ophl y * . This
FSM may be simplified if a variable length bit segment ophl y
is a prefix of another segment oh  l y  (in that case, according
to Definition 1, we have 8-;  ). For the code  7 , we have
+  ohhl y Q	 . Therefore, there is only one internal state " *
for the encoding FSM corresponding to the code  7 . The sets
of states of encoding FSMs of codes  I ,   and 
	 are identical
and are equal to "  * . Note that the termination sequence 
allows uniquely identifying the starting state of the encoding
FSM.
The states of the decoding FSMs correspond to bit segments
that have already been decoded, but which are not sufficient
to identify a symbol. For VLCs such as Huffman codes, these
internal states correspond to the internal nodes of the codetree.
Example 5: The sets of states for the decoding FSMs corre-
sponding to the codes  7 , I ,   and  	 are respectively " * ,"   * , "   * and " * .
Since the bit segments, that are not sufficient to identify a
symbol, correspond to the set of strict3 prefixes of the set of
codewords 1 hl y r hl y , we deduce the following property.
Property 3: If the prefix code 1 xl y rdhl y is a full prefix code,then the number of states of the decoding FSM is equal to e	 $ .
Proof: Since the number of internal nodes of a full
prefix code is also equal to the number of strict prefixes of the
code, the property straightforwardly stems from the classical
property that the number of internal nodes of a full prefix code
composed of 
 symbols is equal to 
 $ .
According to Property 3, the number of production rules is
directly linked to the number of states. Consequently, it is of
interest to keep the number of rules as low as possible. For
this purpose, the following property may be used to reduce
the number of production rules without modifying the function
defined by the FSM.
Property 4: Let k xl y and k hl y  be two production rules such
that 


 o 7hl y &(&(& o XZ  z v { ]  7xl y  o 7hl y  &(&)& o XZ  z v {  ]  7hl y r 7xl y &)&(& r XZ s z v { ]  7hl y  r 7hl y  &)&(& r XZ s z v {  ]  7hl yGo XZ \z v { ]xl y  r XZ shz v { ]hl y 
then these rules can be merged into a single rule
F  o 7xl y &(&)& o XZ  z v {w]  7hl y q r XZ s z v {  ]  7hl y 
which is equivalent to the set of two rules.
The graphical representations of the decoding FSMs may
be deduced from the tree representations given in Fig. 1.
These FSMs and the corresponding trellises are depicted in
Fig. 2. For sake of clarity, the symbols generated by the
bit transitions are not shown. However, note that the set of
generated symbol(s) must also be associated with each bit
transition. For the codes  7 ,  I and   , at most 1 symbol is
associated with each bit transition. It is not the case for the
code 
	 , where the transition starting from decoding state
 triggered by the bit R generates the symbol F 7 twice. As
shown in Example 4 and demonstrated in Section IV, this
transition allows encoding long sequences of F 7 with less
than $ bit, at the expense of a higher encoding cost for the
symbols F<I and F  .
IV. COMPRESSION EFFICIENCY
This section analyzes the compression efficiency of VLRSs
for a memoryless stationary source. First, the asymptotic EDL
is given when the sequence length increases to infinity. This
quantity is denoted EDL 3 in the following. Next, we discussthe compression efficiency for sequences of finite length.
Let us assume that @ is an independent identically distribut-
ed (i.i.d.) source characterized by its probability mass function
(PMF) on B :
 " P  F 7 (&(&)& P  F  (&)&(&*%&
3A codeword  is said to be a strict prefix of  if  and   .
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Let    k xl y '  r hl y    o xl y  (1)
denote the number of bits generated by a given production
rule k xl y .
Property 5: Let  be a VLRS such that 
+>
      k xl y _   k hl yG  . Then we have
EDL 3   '  z g N P  F      k xl 7 d& (2)
Proof: Let : F  be the symbol to be encoded at
instant  . This symbol is encoded using a rule iC k hl y .
From the assumption 
      k hl y '    k xl y   , we deduce that
the number of bits generated by the rule k  does not depend
on  , hence    k hl y ^    k xl 7  . Then we have E     i  w   z g N P  F      k hl 7 & Note that this expectation does not de-pend on the instant  . Therefore, the expectation of the
bitstream length
 Tn is given by  @ E     i  w E h :w .
The expectation E
h /G of the length of the termination
constraint is bounded by the quantity 	
 xl y ohl y , which does
not depend on the length
 @  . Consequently,
EDL 3   ' 	XZS] 3 $ @ p @ E     iww E p :wG
(3)  z g N P  F      k hl 7 d& (4)
Note that the proof of Property 5 does not require that the
source is memoryless.
Example 6: Let us assume that @ is a source of stationary
probabilities  7  "R&<GR& GR&\$* . The entropy of this source
is $&6$ . The expected length of the code  7 is equal to $&  .
For the code I , we have    k 7+l 7 _    k 7+l I_$ and    k I l 7 _   k) l 7   . The expected length of this code is also equal to$&  .
Property 6: Let  be a VLRS and @ an i.i.d. source. The
process
       inXZS]W)&(&(&)Gi+(&(&)&(Wi 7  obtained from the
process
 i    by reversing the symbol instant  as    @ J C$ forms a homogeneous Markov chain of transition
probabilities!
hl yGl   l y   P     k hl y      7  k   l y   (5)#" P  F   if oxxl y @ rd  l y  R otherwise. (6)
Proof: Let i m    q $  denote the rule used
to encode the symbol  . From condition 3 of definition 1
we deduce that the tuple
 $  .7 W and a fortiori the tuple i .7 + suffice to identify the rule in to trigger. Therefore,
knowing the realization of i  .7 , the probabilities of the
variable i  are governed by the statistics of the source @ .
From the memoryless assumption on the source @ , we deduce
that the probabilities of the event i  are fully defined by the
knowledge of the event i  .7 , which leads to conclude that  is a Markov chain. With the property that the elements of@ are identically distributed, we also deduce that this chain
is homogeneous. Note that the event i   k xl y occurs if and
only if    F   o hl y @ r   l y  , where the codeword r   l y 
is the realization of $  .7 and has been generated by the
previous production rule (at instant %#$ ). As a consequence,
the probability
!
hl yGl   l y  is deduced from the source PMF as!
xl yWl \pl yG  P  i   k hl y  i  .7  k 6hl yG  (7) P    F      o xl y  $  .7  r 6xl yG  (8)&" P  F   if ohhl y @ r+  l y  R otherwise. (9)
Let us denote '   ! hl yGl   l y  +Z hl y ] l Z   l y  ] the matrix of
transition probabilities of the process
(    . This matrix being
known, it is possible to check whether the corresponding
process is irreducible and aperiodic or not. Let us denote I
the identity matrix which has the same dimension as ' . If the
matrix I )' is invertible, the solution of the linear system* +' * is unique (see, e.g., [17]). In the following, we will
assume that the VLRS and the source are defined so that the
encoding process represented by
      is ergodic. If it is not
the case, some rules can not be applied anymore when the
sequence length becomes sufficiently high. This may occur
when 1) some production rules of the VLRS are useless, 2)
the source is singular ( ,<w P  F  nKR ) or 3) the VLRS does
not define a valid prefix code.
The Markov chain
    being irreducible, the marginal
probability distribution *  P     k hl y  is obtained from
the transition matrix ' as the unique solution of the equation* -' * such that \ * 6 7 ;$ . Therefore * is the normalized
eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue 1. As   grows to
infinity (which requires that  q/. ), the quantity       is the
expectation of the number of bits generated by a production
rule. Given that
   : is a constant, from the Cesaro theorem,
one can deduce the asymptotic value of the expected length
as the sequence length increases, i.e. the quantity EDL 3  L .
Example 7: For the code  	 , the transition matrix correspond-
ing to the source PMF of Example 6 is0112 R R& R& R&R&3 R R RR&  R&3 R&3 R&3R&\$R&6$R&6$R&6$
46557 
which leads to P
 i  k xl y   "R& 8$GR&  9 9GR&3WR&6$S* .
Finally, the expected length of this code is EDL
 	_ER& 8$:R;AR&39 9<$=AR&3<>;AR&6$?> $&\$9 9 .
The expected length obtained in Example 7 is much closer
to the entropy than the expected length obtained with Huffman
codes. The expected number of bits required to code the
symbol F 7 is less than 0.5 bit. One can also process the exact
expected length of a VLRS for sequences of finite length.
Indeed, the expectation of the number of termination bit(s) as
well as the PMF P
 i   k hl y  '  @w of the last rule can be
obtained from the termination bit choice and from the source
6
PMF The exact probability P
 i   k xl y  D  of having a
given rule for a given instant   can then be computed and
subsequently one can deduce the expectation of the number
of bits generated to encode the symbol  .
A first-order approximation of this expected length may be
obtained by assuming that R and $ have the same probability,
hence allowing to compute directly the probabilities P
 i   .
For the code 
	 , this approximation leads to EDL   	'$&  .
V. LEXICOGRAPHIC CODE DESIGN
In order to illustrate the strong expressiveness of VLRSs,
we describe in this section a VLRS construction method
which allows to preserve the lexicographic order of the source
alphabet in the binary coded representation. As a starting point,
we assume that the Huffman code corresponding to the source
PMF  is already known. The length of the Huffman codeword
associated with the symbol F  is denoted   . Let  .^ 	 
   
denote the length of the longest codeword.
First, let us underline that the union 1 hl y " r+hl y * of all the
bit sequences rxl y forms a Fixed Length Code (FLC)  of
length
 . .  contains 
	  codewords. These codewords will
be assigned to production rules in the lexicographic order.
Starting with the first symbol F 7 , the algorithm proceeds as
follows
1) 	   	 z rules are defined for the symbol F  .
2) The left part of these rules are defined so that the set" o xl y * ygW7 M }|zwM  forms a FLC of length  .   . If    . , this FLC only contains the element 	 .
3) The 
	   	 z smallest remaining codewords of  , i.e.
those which have not been assigned to previous symbols
of  , are then assigned to these production rules so that
 o xl y  o xl y   r xl y o  r hl y  .
4) If   B8 , the construction procedure is completed.
Otherwise the algorithm restarts at Step 1 with the
symbol F \.7 .
By construction, the proposed algorithm leads to a VLRS
with the lexicographic property and with the same compres-
sion efficiency as the code from which it is constructed. In
some cases, the set of production rules generated in previous
steps may be simplified according to property 4.
Example 8: Let us now assume that the source @ is memoryless
of PMF  I "R&3WR&<WR&6$S* . Since F I has the highest probabil-
ity, the Huffman code I4 "%$)RWR)$$S* corresponding to this
PMF is not lexicographic. The VLRS is constructed according
to the proposed construction procedure.For :I , we have  I,$
and
 7      .,  . Hence   "RRWR$)$)R($$* . Since 7   , only $ production rule k 7dl 7 is assigned to the symbolF 7 and r 7+l 7 	 , which implies k 7dl 7 m F 7 q RR . The symbol F 7
is then assigned two production rules k I l 7 and k I l I as follows:k I l 7m F I R q R$k I l I m F I $ q $)R&
The construction algorithm finishes with the assignment of
rule k  l 7 m F  q $$ to symbol F  . Finally, we obtain the
code   proposed in Section II, for which the EDL is equal to$&  and which has the lexicographic property. The Hu-Tucker
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Fig. 3. Proposed lexicographic construction method against Hu-Tucker codes:
trade-off between the EDL and the number of states. The numbers indicate
the block lengths used for the source vectorisation.
code associated with this source is the code  7 proposed in
Example 1 and its EDL is equal to $& 9 .
In Example 8, the corresponding FSMs do not have the
same number of states (2 for the Hu-Tucker code versus 3
for the proposed VLRS). The EDL is compared in Figure 3
with respect to the number of states in the decoding FSM for
a 3-symbol source. The performance depicted are the ones
of the generalized Hu-Tucker codes and the lexicographic
VLRSs constructed from the generalized Huffman codes. Let
us recall that, by generalized, we mean the Hu-Tucker and
Huffman codes applied on the product alphabet B . Such
an alphabet contains    elements. That example evidences
that the Hu-Tucker codes are outperformed by the proposed
VLRSs for this particular source for the trade-off between
the compression efficiency and the number of states of the
decoder. However, it is worth noticing that, even though the
proposed construction allows to obtain lexicographic codes
with the same compression efficiency as codes from which
they are constructed, it does not construct, in general, the best
lexicographic VLRSs from a compression efficiency point of
view. Hence, finding some lexicographic VLRS with lower
EDL with respect to the number of states is still an opened
issue.
VI. MIRROR CODE DESIGN
The code design described in this section allows to obtain
codes with marginal bit probabilities that are asymptotically
equal to 0.5 as the sequence length increases. Let us consider
a VLC code   " r(7+l 7 (&)&(&( r M NOM l 7 * and the code  " r 7dl 7 )&(&)&( r M NOM l 7 * defined so that each bit transition of the
codetree characterizing  is the opposite value from the
corresponding bit transition in  , as depicted in Fig. 4.
The VLRS is obtained by putting together these two codes.
The codes  and  are respectively used to define the two
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Fig. 4. Primitive code    , its opposite     and the resulting mirror VLRS.
sets of  B production rules forming the new VLRS as
 
  "F pr XZ s z v t]hl 7 q R rWhl 7 * xg+7 M N|M "F  r XZ spz v t ]hl 7 q $ rWhl 7 * xg+7 M N|M  & (10)
Note that the production rules associated with codes 
and  respectively define the subtrees corresponding to bit
transitions R and $ .
Property 7: The VLRS

is a suffix-constrained code.
Proof: By construction.
Example 9: The construction associated with the code  7 leads
to the following VLRS:  k 7dl 7 m F 7 R q RRk I l 7 m F<I(R q R$)Rk  l 7 m F  $ q R$$  
obtained from 	 5
 t
  k 7+l I m F 7 $ q $$k I l I m F I $ q $)R$k l I m F  R q $)RR&  
obtained from 	 5 
 t
(11)
Property 8: 
 
  	 XZS] 3 P  V   R'R&  .
Proof: Let us consider a VLRS

constructed according
to the previous guidelines. The notation r)xl y refers to this
VLRS (not to the VLC from which it is constructed). Let   P  $ 7 R% denote the marginal bit probability associated
with the first bit generated by a given production rule. Since
the VLRS is constructed from a VLC, we have 
+     k hl y >j$ , which means that every rule produces at least one bit. The
value
  can be written as
   xg+7 M N|M  l yg+7+l I  P  i   k hl y  $ 7 R% (12) xg+7 M N|M  l yG57 P  'F   $ 7 .7  o XZ \z v t ]xl 7  (13) xg+7 M N|M  l yG57 P  'F    XZ\Xx]  R   .7 xg+7 M N|M  l yG57 P     F   |XZ\X  ] $  $    .7 d& (14)
Let
   z g N P  F   o XZ  z v t ]hl 7  Rd& (15)
This entity corresponds to the sum of the probabilities of the
symbols to which a codeword ending with 0 has been assigned.
Note that 
+ P  F  ER  R  $ . Inserting this entity
in Eqn. 14, we obtain
      .7   $     $    .7 d& (16)
We can now study the asymptotic behavior of this sequence
as     @ 0?$ tends to  . (note that  XZ] is a
constant). The absolute value of the derivative of the function  '     $     $ 8 is strictly lower than 1 when R  $ . Consequently, the fixed-point theorem applies and the
sequence
 XZ S]W  XZS]  7 (&)&(&)    converges to the solution of    , which is 0.5. Subsequently, 
 , opposite codewordsr hl 7 and r xl I are equiprobable,
Since

is a suffix-constrained code, a bit produced by
a production rule i is not modified by any subsequent
production rule. Hence, the bits r(xl y produced by the rules
of the code

actually correspond to the bits forming the
bitstream @ . This concludes the proof.
VII. SOFT DECODING AND SIMULATION RESULTS
The amenability of the mirror codes to improve the per-
formance of soft decoding has been assessed by simulations.
For this purpose, we have considered the RVLC  7 I of [19],
defined as  7 IE"RR)$$GR$R)$)R$GR$S$)R<*%&
The corresponding mirror code is then defined by the set of
rules that follows. 



F 7 R q RRF 7 $ q  $$F<I(R q  RRF<IS$ q  $$F  R q R$RF  $ q  $)R$F	)R q  R$RF	$ q  $)R$F(R q R$$)RFS$ q  $)RR$&
Since this code is reversible, this set of rules can also be
considered by reversing both the codewords and by switching
8
the symbol and the bit in the left part of the rule. It amounts
to considering rules of the form o F q r instead:



RF 7 q RRRF I q R$RF  q  $)RRRF	 q  $)R$RF  q  $$)RR$)F 7 q  $$$)F<I q  $)R$)F  q  R$$$)F 	 q  R$)R$)F q  RR$$&
Since the original code was suffix free, the VLC associated
with the mirrored code is also suffix free. Consequently, the
code defined by the inverted rules is prefix free. Moreover,
by construction the bit conditioning the choice of the rule
is not modified by a subsequent rule. The set of codewords
associated with a given conditioning bit also forms a prefix
free code. As a consequence, a sequence encoded with a
mirrored code can be instantaneously decoded in the backward
direction as well. The states of the corresponding decoder then
correspond to the internal nodes of the codetree formed by
the right part of the production rules. In our example, these
internal nodes correspond to the code prefixes
"(	GR($GRRGR$($R)$$WR$)RGR$$)R)$)R$$)RR$S*&
It is of interest because it is then possible to apply either the
BCJR algorithm or the Viterbi algorithm on the state model
composed of these states 4. Note that this model is similar to
the one proposed by Balakirsky for VLCs in [12].
Remarks: 
The number of states of the state model is equal to the
number of internal nodes of the code formed by the right
part of the rules (11 in the example). Hence, it is about
twice the number of states of the state model associated
with the original RVLC. 
The reversibility property of the VLC has been explicitely
used for the construction of the state model. Although
mirror codes constructed from Huffman codes are likely
to admit a bayesian estimation as well, the state model
associated with this estimation will increase with the
sequence length.
This soft decoding on this state model has then been applied
for two sources distribution. The first distribution is quite
balanced and given by
 7 E"R& 8GR& GR& GR&6$WR&6$S*%&
Its marginal bit probability is equal to 0.6. The second
source is defined as
 7  "R& GR& R  GR& RWR& R GR& R %*
with P
 R%'R& $ .
4It can also be seen as a couple 	
 comprising the last bit (in the
backward direction) and an internal node of a new codetree with   leaves
deduced from the set of rules, here defined as 



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Fig. 5. Soft Decoding of Mirrored VLRS: the balanced case.
The proposed code has been compared against the original
code and depicted in Fig. 5 and 6. The simulations have been
performed assuming an additive white Gaussian noise channel
together with a binary phase shift keying modulation. The
estimation has been performed using the Viterbi algorithm
in order to minimize the sequence error rate. As expected,
the improvement is important for the unbalanced source only.
Note however that this improvement is free since the expected
length of the code is identical to the one of the original code.
VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has described new families of source codes
based on VLRSs. These codes can be modeled as FSM. They
offer a good trade-off between the number of states, hence
coding/decoding complexity, and compression efficiency. In
this paper, VLRSs have been defined by rules of the formF oLq r . The same kind of analysis applies if rules of the formo F q r are considered instead. The VLRS formalism allows
the design of codes with various interesting properties, such
as preserving the lexicographical order of the symbol binary
representation, or producing compressed bitstreams with a
uniform marginal bit probability. The interest of this property
is illustrated by an increased MAP estimation performance of
these codes in presence of transmission errors.
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